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Bronto Skylift HDT

Reliable and ready for all situations
Bronto Skylift Heavy Duty Telescopic (HDT) is an all-round aerial ladder platform
for fire departments and industrial fire brigades that need to reach high buildings
or other structures. It can be described as a reliable workhorse, always ready for
any emergency and rescue situation.

The HDT units range in height from 32 to 54 metres and
can be mounted on all major chassis brands. Their compact
structure allows them to reach the required destination easily
with zero tail-swing and they provide a good up-and-over
capability.
Everything essential is always on board: a fully equipped
rescue cage, a high-capacity waterline and rescue ladders.
Optional accessories available for the cage include powerful
work lights, a rescue chute, power outlets for electricity,
compressed air and hydraulics for tools, and a breathing air
outlet for safe rescue and extinguish missions.

Up and running in just 30 seconds
The versatile Bronto aerial ladder platform is ready for use
in just 30 seconds. Firefighters around the world trust their
Bronto unit in all situations regardless of what they are up
against. Rescue operations and efficient firefighting can start
immediately.
The unit can be equipped with any commercial fire pump,
water/foam tanks and foam systems, including the CAFS
system. The up-and-over reach of the aerial platform is an
invaluable feature when working on roofs.

The Bronto Skylift HDT range is made to last from father to
son; the first HDT unit ever delivered is still in operation.

Get the most from your HDT unit
Bronto Skylift’s IPAF-certified field engineers and training
academy provide operator and maintenance training for all
new units. Service and spare parts are available during the
life span of the platform.
Based on the many outstanding features and benefits, it is
no wonder that the HDT units are used today in over 100
countries and on all continents. As the most reliable aerial
ladder platform on the market, they are preferred by fire
brigades throughout the world.
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F32HDT

32 m

20.0 m

400 kg

8.0 m

3800 l/min

F32HDTER

32 m

22.0 m

400 kg

8.0 m

3800 l/min

F37HDT

37 m

21.0 m

400 kg

8.0 m

3800 l/min

F37HDTER

37 m

26.0 m

400 kg

8.0 m

3800 l/min

F42HDT

42 m

20.5 m

400 kg

8.0 m

3800 l/min

F42HDTER

42 m

24.5 m

400 kg

8.0 m

3800 l/min

F54HDT

54 m

21.5 m

400 kg

8.0 m

3800 l/min

Bronto Skylift is the global market leader in truck-mounted hydraulic platforms. We design,
manufacture, sell and service appliances for rescue and firefighting, as well as for construction work.
Our product range includes approximately 50 models between with a range of 17 to 112 meters
working height. The advanced modularity also allows numerous client-specific modifications. During
the past 50 years, we have delivered over 6,700 platform units to fire brigades and industrial customers
throughout all continents in more than 120 countries.

www.brontoskylift.com
e-mail: sales@brontoskylift.com
Technical data and illustrations subject to change without notice.
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Our headquarters and production plants are situated in Finland. We also have subsidiaries in Germany,
Sweden, Switzerland and the USA. The company is a part of Japan-based Morita Holdings Corporation.

